I. INTRODUCTION
In their two papers [5, 6] Descloux and Rappaz consider the approximation of the solution branches of the nonlinear équation (1) F(x) = 0 by the solution branches of the équations (2) There X, Y are real Banach spaces ; F : X -> Y is a nonlinear operator approximated by the family of nonlinear operators F h : X h -> Y h ; { X h } h , { Y h } h are families of fînite dimensional subspaces of X and Y respectively. The équation F(x) = 0 is considered in the neighbourhood of the point x* satisfying : F(x*) = 0, JF'^*) is a Fredholm operator of index 1. First Descloux and Rappaz prove existence of a solution branch of (2) and its convergence to a solution branch of (1) in the neighbourhood of a regular point x*. Next the case of a critical point is discussed. It is of special interest because it covers a great many known types of bifurcation points -for example double limit points, simple and double bifurcation points.
In the case of a critical point the authors assume additionally that the operators F h defined on the finite-dimensional subspaces X h of the space X -have prolongations F h onto the whole space X. Then they prove convergence results similar to those obtained for the case of a regular point.
The aim of our work is to release from this assumption of the existence of the prolongations F h of the operators F h . This paper, however, remains in strong connection to the articles [5, 6] by Descloux and Rappaz. Throughout this paper we suppose that the approximating operators F h operate between some real Banach spaces X h and Y h connected with X and Y by restriction operators r h : X -> X h and s h : Y -• Y h . To make it clear, we do not assume that X h , Y h are finite-dimensional. However, the case when X h , Y h are finite-dimensional is the most interesting from the practical point of view for in practice infinité dimensional problems are usually approximated by the finite-dimensional ones. By our assumptions the theory of an interior and external approximation can be used (see Temam [11] or Aubin [1] ).
In Chapter II some preliminaries are given. At the beginning of Chapter III all the assumptions are precisely formulated. Then by means of Lyapunov-Schmidt method we introducé bifurcation functions ƒ f h in such a way that they operate from R n+1 into R n (n = codim Range F f (x*)) and possess properties which will justify the application of the results proved in [5, 6] . The main results are formulated in Theorems 1, 3, 4. Theorem 2 dealing with bifurcation équations is a quotation from [6] .
In Chapter IV we present an example illustrating the theory of Chapter III. Similar problems to ours were examined by for example Moore, Spence [7] or Weiss [12] . Moore, Spence [7] were the first to take up the question of an external approximation of bifurcation problems in so gênerai a form, although they dealt only with the case of a regular point. Their work can be put into the framework of ours.
H. PRELIMINARIES
In our work families of approximating operators and spaces will be indexed by a parameter h e (0, A o ]. Where it does not cause misunderstanding, the letter « h » will be omitted. For example instead of denoting an open bail in a normed space X h -by a symbol B Xh (x h 0 , 5), we will simply write B(XQ, 8), Our main tools will be the generalized implicit function theorem and a corollary from it giving an important error estimate in the versions presented by Descloux, Rappaz in [6] pp. 323-324. In [6] these results were applied for a family of operators G h : X x Y -> Z, each considered in the neighbourhood of a point (x 0 , y 0 ) e X x Y; where X, Y, Z were Banach spaces. These theorems, however, can be applied in a more gênerai context. And we will apply Exact Problem : Find the solution set of the équation :
in a neighbourhood of a point x* which is regular or critical. Approximate Problem : Find the solution set of the équation :
in a neighbourhood of a certain point xj. Examine how the solutions of (2) approximate the solutions of (1). We will deal with these problems assuming :
(Al) The operators F and F h for h ^ h 0 are of class C p ; p ^ 2. (A2) x* is regular or critical with codim Range F'(x) = n ^ 0 (i.e. J F(x*) = 0, Range F'(x*) is a closed subspace of Y, dim Ker F'(x*) = n + 1, codim Range F'(x*) = n).
If we dénote : 
Y h = y 1Jk e y 2h F lh = y lfc y 2ft = Y 2h vh^h 0 .
Let us introducé further définitions :
: X h -> X 2/I are projections associated with the décom-positions (4) and (6) respectively (i.e. P 2 = P, PZ = X 2 , (I -P) X = Xj), Now we are prepared to introducé further assumptions by which the main results of this paper will be proved : (B4) ? (B7), (Bll) are called conditions of consistency ; (B3) is a condition of stability and it is justified by the fact that F'(x*) | Xa is an isomorphism of X 2 onto Y 2 (see [5, 6] ).
b) There may arise difficulties with the choice of the spaces X lh , X lhy Y lh , Y lh . Sometimes there is some indication that a certain point x£ G X h is a bifurcation point for the operator F h . But it is still a question and we want to prove it. Then we suggest that the very natural choice : X lh = Ker i^(x*), Y 2h = Range F^(x*) be tried at first. So that X 2h and Y lh eould be defined» we think that for some types of problems spectral projections could be used. In order to check (B3), (B6), (B7), (B10), (BH), one should then use the theory of external approximation of linear eigenvalue problems -see for example Chatelin [2] , Deseloux, Nassif, Rappaz [4] , Reginska [8] . All this will be illustrated in the example in Chapter IV. c) Assumptions (B8) and (BI2) may seem strange. It will turn out later that (B12) will enable us to introducé bifurcation functions ƒ f h : U n+1 ~* R w in a sensible way. (B8) is an equivalent of (B12) for X and its usefulness will be pointed to at the very end of our considérations.
d) The existence and uniform boundedness of £ A~1 in (B12) can be concluded from (B9)-(B11), when it is known from other considérations that dim Y lh = n and :
1) a stable and convergent external approximation { For the proof of d\ see [3] . An analogous result is true for the operators S*" 1 from(B8). Now we will apply the Lyapunov-Schmidt method. Exact Problem (1) is replaced equivalently by a problem of solving the two équations :
each one in the neighbourhood of x*. Analogously Approxknate Problem (2) is replaced, equivalently by a problem of solving the two équations : (7), (9)), each one in the neighbourhood of xj.
Relations between the solutions of the infmite-dimensional problems QF(x) = 0,
Let us introducé nonlinear operators G : 
G^ v h ) = Q h F h (xS + S h a + »") Vifc e * 2 " (see (12) ).
It is obvious that (14') is equivalent to solvin£ the équation :
If the operator S h is invertible, then (15') becomes equivalent to solving the équation :
Now we will fînd relations between the solutions of (18) and (19).
such that : 
The fact that v(Q) = 0, the continuity of v and the uniform discrete convergence of v h to v (see (24)) make it possible to choose 0 < h 2 ^ h x and 0 < ^2 ^ (
where 8 is such as in the assumption (B2). From (31), from (B2) and other assumptions, from the fact that v> v h are of class C p with ail its derivatives uniformly bounded (see Part a) of Theorem 1), it follows that g, g h are also of class C p with all the derivatives uniformly bounded, Le. :
Let us assume (B12) and define bifurcation functions
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(see (11) , (13), (29), (30) and then (14"), (15")).
We will be interested in solving the bifurcation équations :
ƒ»(*) = 0.
Of oeurse f, f h are of class C. Now we will be able to justify the assumption (B12) of the uniform boundedness of the operators E^1. Thanks to it and (32) :
From (B12), (13) and the equalities :
we get also :
Making further transformations in (38) and using the estimâtes (22), (23) given by Theorem 1, we will prove :
where H^(a) is given by (23). From (24) it will follow that : where Jï^(^ r) is given by (26).
Bifurcation équations ƒ(<?) = 0, f h (a) = 0. Final results
Let us assume that ƒ, f h are not necessarily bifurcation functions dealt with previously but that they are any functions operating between finite dimensional spaces J£ u f t such that dim f x -n, dim X t -n + 1 ; n > 0. Let us introducé the following assumptions : 
47) x(t) = x* + S(ta(t)) + v(to(t)) \t\<t 0 , (48) x h (t) = xjf + S h (ta h (t)) + v h (ta h (t)) \t\<t

where X(t) = tc(t); H^^HX, t) is defined by (26).
Proof : We have introduced bifurcation functions f, f h in such a way that they fulfil (37) and (40), so Theorem 2 is applicable. We have : (see (10), (12) b) (C5) is rarely fulfïlled. One occasion when it holds is the so called « primary bifurcation ». In most cases, however, (C5) does not hold. Then the existence and the uniform discrete convergence of x h (.) to x(.) can be shown not on the whole interval 11 \ < £ 05 butonlyonitspart(-£ 0 , -8,/e) u (ô^/e, £ 0 ), where e > 0 is a certain constant while (53) In the case when (C5) does not hold, the same properties (37), (40) allow us to repeat (without any changes) the proof of Theorem 4.4 and some of the estimâtes in the proof of Theorem 4.5 from Descloux, Rappaz [5] , pp. 39-49. In the end the following estimate is obtained :
where X{t) = ta(t); 8 h is given by (53); H%-\X, t) -by (26). Proof : We choose y > 0 in such a way that :
Since />,,, S ft " x (see (B8)) are uniformly bounded such a choice y of is possible. Let h ^ A*, x h e X h be fixed but such that F h {x h ) = 0, || x h -x% \\ < y. Denoting z h := x h -x% and minding that S h : R n+1 -> X lfc = (J -P h ) X h are isomorphisms, we may write :
From (61), and the fact that || z h || < y, it follows that : Let us also dénote :
Jo
We will be interested in finding_ solutions JXjJu) e R X H# OÎ the équation i From the assumptions about X o we get the existence of an eigenvector <p ^ 0 such that : cp = X o Tcp. Let us define as in Chapter III :
Taking into account the following relations (in which ƒ dénotes the bifurcation function for the operator F) :
we see that (k 0 , 0) is a simple bifurcation point of F. Our next step will be defîning the approximate problem. To this end let us at fîrst define the external approximation { 7, <F Y , oe, Y hi s h , q h } h of the space Y as it has been done in Reginska [9, 10] :
n + 1 where I u" \l = h . (18) || R h || < Const.
Let us introducé further définitions as in Chapter III (see (5)) : If n 0 does not split into more than 1 eigenvalue of the approximate problem (a restrictive assumption !), then it follows from Reginska [8, 9] 
